DON'T BITE OFF MORE THAN YOU CAN CHEW TO SAVE A BUCK OR TWO

If video does not load on first attempt, please return to the mailing and launch again.

Projects like building new tees should only be undertaken by the staff if they have the resources to do a quality job and if it won't compromise the care and conditioning of the rest of the golf course.

GOLF COURSE MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 101

Sometimes the adoption of a new golf course management practice occurs because it simply works, and sometimes it's because of limited financial resources. Golf facilities operate with limited funds and are often unable to hire outside contractors. Performing improvement projects in-house is oftentimes less expensive to have the grounds crew save money. The same is true for golf facilities, as it is necessary. Infrastructure items such as buildings, irrigation systems, cart paths and bridges do not last forever either and must also be upgraded or replaced eventually. Much like a house requires new carpet, a fresh coat of paint or a new roof, so too does a golf course require periodic renovations.

FOREPLAY VS. PLAY THE GAME

It is easy to forget struggles during the summer and just as easy to forget to evaluate what caused the problems now that they are behind you. Trees are often apply to other parts of the golf course. Every two weeks USGA agronomists provide updates outlining discoveries. There is always a variety of agronomic tools, a agronomists' trunk at the end of a golf course. A peek into a USGA Green Section update profile/email address...